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Welcome to Planning Analytics Workspace
IBM® Planning Analytics Workspace is a new web-based interface for IBM Cognos®
TM1®. It provides a fresh face for TM1, with exciting new ways to analyze data,
plan, and to access content that you create.
Planning Analytics Workspace helps you focus on the things that matter to your
business. Using Planning Analytics Workspace, you can identify and understand
patterns and relationships in data. You can use this information to understand why
things happen, and see what might happen. Planning Analytics Workspace opens
up the world of advanced analytics to all business users.

Accessibility features
Accessibility features help users who have a physical disability, such as restricted
mobility or limited vision, to use information technology products. Planning
Analytics Workspace has accessibility features. For information on these features,
see Appendix B, “Accessibility,” on page 75.
IBM® HTML documentation has accessibility features. PDF documents are
supplemental and, as such, include no added accessibility features. For accessible
documentation, see IBM Knowledge Center.

Forward-looking statements
This documentation describes the current functionality of the product. References
to items that are not currently available may be included. No implication of any
future availability should be inferred. Any such references are not a commitment,
promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or functionality. The
development, release, and timing of features or functionality remain at the sole
discretion of IBM.

Samples disclaimer
The Sample Outdoors Company, Great Outdoors Company, GO Sales, any
variation of the Sample Outdoors or Great Outdoors names, and Planning Sample
depict fictitious business operations with sample data used to develop sample
applications for IBM and IBM customers. These fictitious records include sample
data for sales transactions, product distribution, finance, and human resources.
Any resemblance to actual names, addresses, contact numbers, or transaction
values is coincidental. Other sample files may contain fictional data manually or
machine generated, factual data compiled from academic or public sources, or data
used with permission of the copyright holder, for use as sample data to develop
sample applications. Product names referenced may be the trademarks of their
respective owners. Unauthorized duplication is prohibited.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2015, 2016
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Chapter 1. New and changed features in Planning Analytics
Workspace
New and updated features are continuously introduced in Planning Analytics
Workspace to address your analytic requirements.
The following sections provide brief descriptions of new and changed features, by
date of introduction.

Feature updates for June 19, 2016
IBM Planning Analytics Workspace was refreshed on June 19, 2016 to include the
following new or updated features.
v A refresh option is now available for individual sheets, see “Refreshing data” on
page 20 for details.
v You can refresh the navigation tree to ensure that you see the most recent views
and other objects that are available to you. See “Refreshing data” on page 20 for
details.
v You can add calculations to a view to enhance your analysis. A few examples of
calculations include ranking member values, determining the maximum of a
series of member values, and determining the sum of member values. For
details, see “Adding calculations to views” on page 15.

Feature updates for May 28, 2016
IBM Planning Analytics Workspace was refreshed on May 28, 2016 to include the
following new or updated features.
v You can now add a button to a sheet that lets you quickly navigate to a different
sheet in the same book. See “Adding a navigation button to a sheet” on page 37
for details.
v You can transfer Planning Analytics Workspace data to IBM Watson Analytics™
for further exploration and analysis. See “Transferring data to IBM Watson
Analytics” on page 34 for details.
v Copy and paste is now supported in views, see “Copying and pasting in
Planning Analytics Workspace” on page 11 for details.
v You can synchronize sandbox selections across views and websheets, see
“Synchronizing objects in a book or sheet” on page 32 for details.

Feature updates for May 6, 2016
Planning Analytics Workspace was refreshed on May 6, 2016 to include the
following new or updated features.
v You can now use more visualization types in Planning Analytics Workspace. For
descriptions of all visualizations, see “Visualizations available in Planning
Analytics Workspace” on page 23.
v You can set visualization properties that control color palette, axis labels, legend
visibility, legend position, and other properties. For details, see “Setting
visualization properties” on page 27.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2015, 2016
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v You can interact with visualizations by drilling down on members to reveal
more detail. You can also hide and unhide members in a visualization as
necessary. For details, see “Interacting with visualizations” on page 26.

Feature updates for April 18, 2016
Planning Analytics Workspace was refreshed on April 18, 2016 to include the
following new or updated features.
v You can save websheets to the Planning Analytics Workspace content store. For
details, see “Saving a websheet in the content store” on page 34.
v A History visualization is now available. This visualization shows a column
chart of actual data for a metric, with a line for target as well as tolerance
indicators. A slider control at the bottom of the visualization lets you determine
the time range that is displayed. When you double-click a time bar in a history
visualization, the selected time is used as context in other views or visualization
on the current dashboard. For descriptions of all visualizations in Planning
Analytics Workspace, see “Visualizations available in Planning Analytics
Workspace” on page 23.
v When you double-click on a metric in a strategy map or impact diagram, the
selected metric become the focus metric. Views, visualizations, and other
widgets on the current dashboard also update automatically to show data in
context of the focus metric.

2
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Chapter 2. Get started
The IBM Planning Analytics Workspace software is accessed in the cloud.
Log in with the credentials provided by your administrator.

What you can do in Planning Analytics Workspace
IBM Planning Analytics Workspace provides you with new ways to analyze data,
plan, and to access content.
Create books
You can create books with different sheets, and use different templates on
each sheet. You can customize the formatting and layout of your books and
sheets by adding logos, and applying formats and text styles.
You can include content from different cubes and servers in the same book.
You can share books and views with people.
Add IBM Cognos TM1 content
You can add content that has been created in other TM1 applications, such
as views and websheets. A websheet is a Microsoft Excel workbook with
TM1 data that you can view in a web browser.
Create new views
You can create new views in Planning Analytics Workspace by using
sample data or your own data. You can also create sets from dimensions to
limit the number of members that are seen. Power users can use MDX
expressions to create subsets.
You can save views and access them from the Welcome page, and from
Collections

.

Enter data
You can enter data simply by typing in editable cells. You can also use a
variety of data spreading shortcuts to speed up the data entry process..
Add visualizations (graphs)
You can create a number of different graphs from your data views. For
example, you can create bar charts, heat maps, and scatter plots.
Analyze data
You can analyze data in views in a number of ways, such as by slicing and
dicing the data to change context, by nesting dimensions, and by sorting
and filtering on dimensions.
Work in sandboxes
You can work in sandboxes for views and websheets. This lets you do
analysis and planning in your own personal workspace without affecting
live data on any of your TM1 servers.
Search for data using natural language in the intent bar
You can search for data by using natural language capabilities. For
example, you can type revenue by geography in the intent bar to modify
the current view to show data organized by revenue and geography. You
can also search and add views to the sheet by typing view before your
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2015, 2016
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phrase or keyword. For example, type view price to find a view with price
in the metadata. If one or more views are found, you will see a preview.
You can choose to add the view from the preview, or refine your search.
You can also search for data manually by using the tree.
Save views and visualizations for easy retrieval in Collections
You can “collect”
a view or a visualization so that you can find and
reuse the item in another sheet or book.
Bookmark items
You can bookmark
items such as cubes, views, and sets, in the
navigation tree for easy retrieval.
Use snap commands to perform tasks
Snap commands are simple commands that you can use to perform tasks.
For example, to swap rows and columns, type swap or sw in the snap
command box. To find members in dimensions that are in the context area,
type select member_name or se member_name). You can search for set and
level names, for example, type big markets. You can hide members, for
example, type hide S Series.
Work in websheets
You can add websheets to books, and have websheets and views on the
same sheet. You can export to PDF and to Microsoft Excel from websheets
within Planning Analytics Workspace.

Limitations in Planning Analytics Workspace
Be aware of the following limitations.
Undo and redo
Undo and redo do not apply to data entry actions: they apply only to
changes that you make to the canvas and to the configuration of views.
Cell coloring
There is no cell coloring to indicate transient data entry (that is, data that is
not yet committed).
Sheets created with the Freeform template do not display as designed on mobile
devices
A sheet created with the Freeform template displays exactly as designed
when you access Planning Analytics Workspace from a desktop web
browser. However, when accessing such a sheet on a mobile device, objects
on the sheet appear sequentially in a vertical presentation. For further
details and an illustration of this issue, see “Creating a book” on page 7.

First steps
When you enter IBM Planning Analytics Workspace, you first see a Welcome page.
The Welcome pagecontains books and views that are either shared with other
people, or personal. You can also create and share books from the Welcome page.

4
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The Welcome page
You can find the resources that are available to you from the Welcome page. To
view shared assets, under Workspace, tap Shared. To view assets that you own
and that are not shared with anyone, tap Personal.
You can search, sort, and filter assets on the Welcome page.
If you are an administrator, you can also see Users assets: you can see a folder for
each user in your group.

Books, sheets, and websheets
A book is a canvas that you can put content on: TM1 views, charts and other
visualizations, websheets, and other objects like shapes, images, or even videos.
A book contains sheets. You use sheets to organize your data. When you create a
new book, you choose a dashboard style and template, depending on what you
want to do.

Folders
You can create folders to organise your books. You can share folders and their
contents with other users.

Opening a book or view
To open a book or view, tap the tile on the Welcome page.

Navigating between books and views
When you have one or more books or views open, you can navigate between them
from the Welcome menu at the top center of your screen. You can also return to
the Welcome page. The name of the menu changes depending on the context: if
you are in a book or view, the title is the name of the book or view.

Chapter 2. Get started
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Logging off
You can log off by tapping your user name in the upper right of the browser and
selecting Logout, or you can close the web browser window.

Saving

To save a book, tap Save
and then choose whether the book will be Shared
or Personal. If you save to Personal, by default, only you or the administrator can
view the book. If you select Shared, choose the folder location.
You can name and save views. When you save a view it is saved as a copy of the
view in the book. The view is then treated as a separate object, which can be
shared with other people.

Deleting books and views
You can delete books and views from the Welcome page by tapping on the tile,
and then tapping Delete twice. You must have the correct permissions to delete a
book or view.

Help
You can access help from within the Planning Analytics Workspace application.

To see the online help inside Planning Analytics Workspace, tap
tap Docs.
To navigate back to Planning Analytics Workspace, tap Docs:

Then tap either Welcome, or the name of the book.

6
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, and then

Chapter 3. Working in books and views
Use books to contain related data in the form of views, websheets, scorecards,
visualizations, graphics, videos, and embedded web pages.

Creating a book
Create an IBM Planning Analytics Workspace book to contain your data.

Procedure
1. In a web browser, go to the URL for Planning Analytics Workspace and log in
with the credentials that you have been given.

2. Tap New

and then tap Book from template.

3. Name your book with a meaningful name, to make it easier to search for.
4. Select a workspace layout and template for the initial sheet in your book, then
tap Create. The default selection of a tabbed workspace with a freeform
template is a good starting point. The choices of workspace layout are:
Single page
Displays all of your data on one page.
Tabbed
You can create separate tabs for different categories of information. For
example, you can create separate tabs for sales by country, by region,
and by total sales.
You can choose from the following templates:
Freeform
The Freeform template is one large area that is not divided into
sections. Objects in this template can be positioned wherever you want,
and they keep their size and position regardless of the screen size.
Other templates
A number of defined templates that divide the sheet into separate
sections are available. This kind of template uses relative positioning.
Images adjust their size and position to fit the space they are added to,
but views don't change.

5. Alternatively, you can tap New
and then tap Book to create a book
without having to specify a template or layout. This is a little bit faster, and
when you choose this option the new book is created using the freeform layout
and the tabbed workspace.
6. You can choose themes and style options for the book. Tap the Properties icon

in the upper right of the screen to choose your options. To close the
Properties pane, tap the Properties icon again.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2015, 2016
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7. You can rename your book when you are in edit mode. Tap Menu
in the upper left of the screen, and select Rename.
8. Save your book by tapping
and selecting whether the book is Shared or
Personal. If you have folders, you can select which folder the book is saved in.

Results
When you first create a book, it is in edit mode. When a book is in edit mode, you
can:
v add new content.
v move and resize content.
v make sure that any changes that you make to widget settings are kept. For
example, if you are not in edit mode, some actions such as pivoting and slicing
are not kept across sessions.
v rename the book.
v add new sheets to organize your data. Tap

.

To move in and out of edit mode, tap the pencil icon at the top of the screen. The
pencil icon looks like this in edit mode:

, and like this when you are not in

edit mode:
Tip: When you are in edit mode, the tree is visible in the workspace. When you
are not in edit mode, the tree is hidden in the workspace.

What to do next
Next, add some content to your book. You can add sheets to organize your data,
add existing views, and create new views,. You can also add visualizations (charts),
graphics, and text.

Adding an existing view to a book
You can add a view to a sheet in your book, either by searching for the view in the
intent bar or by using the tree.
Suppose that you want to look at prices and units that are sold in Europe during
January. The data that you need is on the server named SData2 in a cube called
SalesCube.

Procedure
1. To add a view to a book, you must be in edit mode. You are in edit mode if the
pencil icon at the upper left of the screen looks like this icon
2. To add the view by searching:
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.

a. Type view price in the intent bar.

b. Select a view to preview. When you find the view that you want, tap Use.
3. To add the view from the tree, tap the + sign next to the SData2 Server.
a. Expand Cubes > SalesCube > Views.
b. Drag the Price view onto the sheet.

Tip: You can position the view on the sheet by using the drag handle
the upper left corner of the view.

in

Creating a new view
You can create a new view at any time to perform ad-hoc analysis.
A view is automatically saved as a part of the book that you create it in. You can
also save a view as a separate object with a name.
If you save the view as a separate object, the view becomes separate from the view
in the book. You can open the view from the Welcome page, share the view, pin
the view for easy retrieval, and reuse the view in other books.

Procedure

1. In a book, tap

.

Tip: If
is not available, tap
to enter edit mode.
The sheet displays a template to help you build your new view.
2. In the tree, open the cube that contains the data you want to view. You can
create your view using dimensions, sets, levels, or individual members from
the cube. For example, navigate to the SData2 server, and the SalesCube cube.
3. Navigate down into the cube until you find the dimension
, set, level, or
member that you want on the rows, then tap and hold the item and drag it to
the Drop row item here region, the Drop column item here region, and Drop
context item here region. For example:
a. Drag the model dimension to the Drop row item here region.
b. Drag the month dimension to the Drop column item here region.
c. In the region dimension, expand the region hierarchy, and in Sets, drag
Europe to the Drop context item here region.
Tip: You can move the focus of the tree to the cube that you are working in by

tapping this button in the view

.

4. You can put more than one item on any region in your view. When you drag
an additional item to a region, a vertical bar indicates the position of the item.
Chapter 3. Working in books and views
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Any dimensions, or any of the other items contained within a dimension, that

you don't add to the view, are placed on the bench

. You can drag

items from the bench to use in the view later. For example, tap the
and drag Variance to the Context region.
5. To save the view as a separate object with a name, tap the view to display the
toolbar, and tap
. Select Save as to specify a name. The saved view
becomes a separate object from the view in the book, and the view is placed on
the Welcome page in a tile.

Entering data
You can enter data by typing in editable cells.
Read-only cells are colored grey, and calculated cells are colored green. Neither can
be updated directly with data entry.
To enter dates, tap in a date cell and select the date.
Consolidated cells are bold. You can spread data by typing a value in a
consolidated cell.
If any descendent leaf cells have a non null-value, a proportional spread is applied.
If all descendant leaf cells are null, an equal leaves spread is applied. An equal
leaves spread distributes a specified value equally across the lowest child members
of a consolidated cell.
Tip: You can also use standard TM1 spreading shortcut keys. For example:S<>100
spreads the value 100 equally to all leaf cells of the consolidated cell, and replaces
the existing leaf cell values.
These steps follows the Price view example, see “Adding an existing view to a
book” on page 8.

Procedure
1. Make sure you're not in Edit mode by tapping

.

2. In the Price view, in the context area, tap actvsbud and select Budget.
Notice that the cells in the 1 Quarter column are in bold, so they are
consolidated cells. Also, notice that some of the cells are shaded. These shaded
cells can't be edited. For example, Sales is a calculated value based on Units
and Price, so you can't edit values for Sales.
3. Tap the cell at the intersection of Mar and Units.
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4. Type 500, and then tap Enter. Notice that the value of Units under 1 Quarter
reflects the change you made. Notice also that the Sales values for Mar and 1
Quarter have also been updated.
5. Tap the cell at the intersection of Feb and Units, then type 2K. 2K is a data
entry shortcut for the value 2000. You can use all the shortcuts described in
“Data spreading methods and data entry shortcuts” on page 71.
6. Tap and hold (or right-click) the cell at the intersection of Jan and Units, then
select Hold and release > Hold. This places a hold on the cell, excluding it
from any spreading actions. You can still edit the cell directly. Two vertical
bars indicate a hold is active on a cell

.

7. Type S>700 in the cell at the intersection of 1 Quarter and Units. Notice that
700 is evenly spread by placing the value 350 in the Feb and March children
of 1 Quarter, but the value of Jan remains unchanged.
8. Tap and hold (or right-click) the cell at the intersection of 1 Quarter and
Variable costs, then select Hold and release > Hold. When you place a hold
on a consolidated cell, the consolidated value remains constant when you
change any of the children. When a consolidation hold is in place and you
change the value of a child, proportional spreading is automatically applied to
the remaining children so that the consolidated value remains unchanged.
9. Type 2000 in the cell at the intersection of Mar and Variable Costs. Notice that
1 Quarter remains unchanged, while Jan and Feb are updated to keep the
consolidated value valid.
10. Tap and hold (or right-click) any cell, then select Hold and release > Release
all holds. This removes all holds in the view. You can also tap and hold (or
right-click) a cell with an active hold, then select Hold and release > Release
hold to release a specific hold.

Copying and pasting in Planning Analytics Workspace
You can cut, copy, and paste values between views and websheets in Planning
Analytics Workspace. You can also paste values from external applications, such as
Microsoft Excel.

User interface
Support for the right-click user interface varies by browser. Some browsers display
cut, copy, and paste options when you right-click a cell or range of cells in
Planning Analytics Workspace; others do not. However, all browsers support
keyboard shortcuts:
v CRTL+x - cut
v CTRL+c - copy
v CRTL+v - paste

Paste behavior
When you paste to a single cell, the contents of the clipboard are pasted with the
selected cell as the initial insertion point, and the paste operation expands to other
cells as required.
When you paste to a selected range of cells, and that range is smaller than contents
of the clipboard, Planning Analytics Workspace notifies you that the paste
operation will modify cells beyond the selected range. You have the option of
accepting or canceling the paste operation.
Chapter 3. Working in books and views
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There is a 60,000 cell limit for pasting into the cube viewer. An attempt to paste
more than 60,000 cells results in an error.

Other considerations
Planning Analytics Workspace is a browser-based application and uses the browser
locale setting. Excel is a Microsoft Windows application, which uses the language
setting in Windows and copies data to the clipboard using the locale-specific
decimal separator. When copying data from Excel and pasting to Planning
Analytics Workspace, you must use the same decimal locale separator in both
applications. The locales in your browser and Windows must match.

Hiding rows and columns
You can hide rows and columns that are not needed in a view.

Procedure
1. Select the columns or rows that you want to hide, tap, and hold (or right-click)
and select Hide.
2. Instead of hiding a member, you can select rows or columns that you want to
keep, and tap and hold, and select Keep or use the keep snap command. All
other rows or columns are hidden.
3. To unhide columns or rows that are hidden, tap and hold (or right-click) and
select Unhide all, or use the unhide snap command from the shortcut toolbar.
For example, type hide US, Feb-2004 in the snap command bar. See Chapter 6,
“Quick ways to perform tasks with snap commands,” on page 49

Making asymmetric selections on rows and columns
You can make asymmetric selections on rows and columns.
Say you are looking at a view of sales, and you want to see the budget for the
fourth quarter. Alongside the budget, you want to see actuals for the first, second,
and third quarters. You can do this by making an asymmetric selection.
The following scenario uses the SData2 server.

Procedure
1. In a new book, go to the SData2 server, expand Cubes > SalesCube > Views,
and drag the Default view onto the sheet.
2. Drag the actvsbud tile from the Context and drop it in front of the Month tile
on Columns so that it is nested:

3. Tap the month tile and tap Levels, level001.
You can now see the quarters.
4. Tap and hold (or right-click) the Variance heading, and tap Hide.
You can now see the Actual and Budget for the four quarters.
5. Under the Actual heading, tap 4 Quarter, then tap and hold (or right-click) and
select Keep.
Notice that the columns for 1 Quarter, 2 Quarter, and 3 Quarter are hidden for
both Actual and Budget.
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You don't want this, so tap Undo
6. To make an asymmetric selection on columns, tap the Targeted column

selection icon
Note: To make an asymmetric selection on rows, tap the Targeted row

selection icon
7. Under the Budget heading, tap 4 Quarter, then tap and hold and select Keep.
You can now see your budget for 4 Quarter, and your actuals for 1 Quarter, 2
Quarter, 3 Quarter, and 4 Quarter.

Drilling down
You can drill down on a consolidated member in a view to view the members of
the consolidation and to hide other members by double-tapping on the member.

You can also drill down on members by using snap commands
from the
shortcut toolbar. For example, type Drill Georgia in the snap command bar. See
Chapter 6, “Quick ways to perform tasks with snap commands,” on page 49.
Chapter 3. Working in books and views
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Procedure
1. To drill up to next level, tap and hold (or right-click) and select Drill up
2. To remove the drills, tap and hold (or right-click) and select View all, or use
the drill reset snap command.

Sorting rows and columns
You can sort labels or values in ascending or descending order. You can choose to
sort by hierarchy, or to sort breaking the hierarchy.
You can sort either from the menu, or by using snap commands, see Chapter 6,
“Quick ways to perform tasks with snap commands,” on page 49.

Procedure
1. To sort by label, tap and hold (or right-click) either the row selector

, or the column selector

, and select the

sort option.
2. To sort by value, tap and hold in the row or column and select the sort option.
3. To sort values within a hierarchy, tap and hold on the hierarchy label, select
Sort hierarchical, then choose your option.

Showing and hiding totals
You can show and hide totals in a view, and choose whether totals are leading or
trailing.
You can do this either from the menu, or by using the totals snap command, see
Chapter 6, “Quick ways to perform tasks with snap commands,” on page 49

Procedure

Tap and hold either the row

column

selector, or the

selector, and select one of the Show totals options.

Suppressing zeros
You can hide rows and columns in a view that contain only zeros.
You can do this either from the shortcut bar, or by using the zero snap command,
see Chapter 6, “Quick ways to perform tasks with snap commands,” on page 49

Procedure
1. Tap anywhere in the view. The shortcut bar appears.
2. Tap
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Expanding levels
You can expand levels in a hierarchy to a specific depth.
You can expand levels manually by tapping , by selecting a specific level from
the menu, or by using the level snap command, see Chapter 6, “Quick ways to
perform tasks with snap commands,” on page 49

Procedure
1. To select a specific level to expand from the menu, tap and hold (or right-click)
the member in the row or column that you want to expand. A member that can
be expanded has this icon: .
2. Select Expand to level, then select the level.

Displaying cell values as percentages
You can change the way values are displayed so that values are displayed as
percentages of the total.

Procedure
1. Tap and hold, or right-click in a cell, and select Show cell value as.
2. Select the appropriate option from one of the following:
% row total
Displays all the values in each row as a percentage of the total for the
row.
% column total
Displays all the values in each column as a percentage of the total for
the column.
% grand total
Displays values as a percentage of the total of all the values or data
points in the report.
Advanced - % parent row total
Displays the values in each row as a percentage of the parent.
Advanced - % parent column total
Displays the values in each column as a percentage of the parent
The cells that display a percentage are shaded. This shading indicates that the
values in these cells are calculated.
3. To return to the actual cell values, in the Show cell value window, select As-is,

or tap the Undo button

Adding calculations to views
You can add calculations to a view to enhance your analysis. Calculations are
saved as part of the view in the Planning Analytics Workspace content store.
You can create two types of calculations:
v Member calculations apply to selected members on a row or column.
v Summary calculations apply to all visible leaf members and unexpanded
consolidated members on a row or column.
Chapter 3. Working in books and views
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Adding a summary calculation to a view
A summary calculation applies to all leaf members and all unexpanded
consolidated members that are visible on a row or column. The calculation updates
dynamically as you change the members visible in the view, by drilling down or
rolling up consolidations, or by changing the set used in the view.

About this task
You must be in the Exploration visualization type to create a calculation. If you are

using any other type of visualization, tap the visualization, then tap
shortcut bar and pick Exploration.

on the

Procedure
1. Right-click a row or column label.
2. Click Calculations, then Summarize All.
3. Optionally, enter a name for the calculation. This is the name that will appear
as a row or column label in your view. If you don't enter a name, Planning
Analytics Workspace assigns a name that indicates the calculation being
performed.
4. Click the calculation you want to create.
5. Click OK.

Results
This example shows the result of applying the Maximum and Sum calculations to
a view that contains a combination of leaf members, expanded consolidated
members, and unexpanded consolidated members.
Here, Europe and Benelux are expanded consolidated members. The values for
these members are excluded from the summary calculations.
Scandinavia is an unexpanded consolidated member, so its value is included in the
summary calculation, as are the leaf members Belgium, Luxemburg, and
Netherlands.
The Maximum calculation for Year returns 1808, the value for Scandinavia. Though
both 46821 (Europe) and 2807 (Benelux) are greater than 1808, these values are
excluded from the calculation because they are expanded consolidations.
Similarly, the Sum calculation for Year returns 4615, which is the sum of
Scandinavia + Belgium + Luxemburg + Netherlands. (1808 + 1270 + 128 + 1409 =
4615) Both Europe and Benelux, the expanded consolidated members, are excluded
from the calculation.
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Adding a member calculation to a view
Member calculations apply to one or more members on either the row or column
axis of a view.

About this task
You must be in the Exploration visualization type to create a calculation. If you are

using any other type of visualization, tap the visualization, then tap
shortcut bar and pick Exploration.

on the

The calculations available vary according to the number of members selected.
If a single member is selected, you can choose from the following calculations.
Table 1. Single member calculation options
Calculation name

Description

Rank

Ranks the values of the selected member. Rank 1 is the highest
value.
Rank is applied to the values visible in the view. If you drill down
or roll up consolidations in the view, or if you modify the set used
in the view, rankings change to reflect the ordering of the values
that are visible in the view.
If you attempt to rank a mixture of string and numeric values, the
string values are assigned a rank equivalent to a NULL numeric
value. String values will always be ranked below any numeric
values.

Absolute value

Displays the absolute value for the selected member.

% of total

Displays the member value expressed as a percentage of the root
level consolidation (total).

% of parent

Displays the member value expressed as a percentage of its
immediate parent.

Member Name +

Enter a numeric value in the entry box.
Displays the sum of the member value and the specified numeric
value.

Chapter 3. Working in books and views
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Table 1. Single member calculation options (continued)
Calculation name

Description

Member Name -

Enter a numeric value in the entry box.
Displays the difference of the member value minus the specified
numeric value.
You can click
to reverse the order of the values, subtracting the
member value from the specified numeric value.

Member Name /

Enter a numeric value in the entry box.
Displays the quotient of the member value divided by the specified
numeric value.
You can click
to reverse the order of the values, dividing the
specified numeric value by the member value.

Member Name *

Enter a numeric value in the entry box.
Displays the product of the member value and the specified
numeric value.

If two members are selected, you can choose from these calculations.
Table 2. Two members calculation options
Calculation name

Description

Average

Displays the average of the two member values.

Minimum

Displays the smaller of the two member values.

Maximum

Displays the larger of the two member values.

Median

Displays the median of the two member values.

Member1 * Member2

Displays the product of Member 1 multiplied by Member2.

Member1+ Member2

Displays the sum of Member1 and Member2.

Member1 - Member2

Displays the difference of Member1 minus Member2.
You can click
to reverse the order of the values, subtracting
Member1 from Member2.

Member1 / Member2 Displays the quotient of the Member1 divided by Member2.
You can click
to reverse the order of the values, dividing
Member2 by Member1.
Member1 % change
Member2

Displays the percent change from Member1 to Member2.
You can click
to reverse the order of the values, displaying the
percent change from Member2 to Member1.

Member1 % of
Member2

Displays the value of Member1 expressed as a percentage of
Member2.
You can click
to reverse the order of the values, displaying the
value of Member2 as a percentage of Member1.

If three or more members are selected, you can choose from these calculations.
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Table 3. Three or more members calculation options
Calculation name

Description

Average

Displays the average all selected member values.

Minimum

Displays the smallest all selected member values.

Maximum

Displays the largest of all selected member values.

Median

Displays the median of all selected member values.

Sum

Displays the sum of all selected member values.

Procedure
1. Right-click the row or column label of the member for which you want to
create a calculation. To create a calculation on multiple members, use
CRTL+click or SHIFT+click to select the member labels, and then right-click on
one of the selected member labels.
2. Click Calculations, then Create.
3. Optionally, enter a name for the calculation. This is the name that will appear
as a row or column label in your view. If you don't enter a name, Planning
Analytics Workspace assigns a name that indicates the calculation being
performed and the member(s) to which the calculation applies.
4. Click the calculation you want to create.
5. If you are creating an arithmetic calculation on a single member, enter the
required numeric value.
6. Click OK.

Renaming a calculation
Though you can assign a name when you create a calculation, you can change the
name of an existing calculation.

Before you begin
You must be in the Exploration visualization type to rename a calculation. If you

are using any other type of visualization, tap the visualization, then tap
the shortcut bar and pick Exploration.

on

Procedure
1.

Right-click the row or column label of the calculation you want to rename.

2. Click Calculations, then Rename.
3. Enter a new name for the calculation.
4. Click OK.

Deleting a calculation
You can delete one or more calculations from the rows or columns of a view.

Chapter 3. Working in books and views
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Before you begin
You must be in the Exploration visualization type to delete calculations. If you are

using any other type of visualization, tap the visualization, then tap
shortcut bar and pick Exploration.

on the

Procedure
1.

Right-click the row or column label of the calculation you want to delete.
You can delete multiple calculations on a row or column simultaneously.
CTRL-click or SHIFT-click the labels to select the calculations, then right-click
one of the selected labels.

2. Click Calculations, then Remove.

Refreshing data
There are several options for refreshing data in Planning Analytics Workspace to
ensure you are always working with the most recent data in a collaborative
environment.

On the dashboard, tap
, then tap Reload book to rebuild and refresh all
views and websheets across all sheets in the current book.

To refresh all items on the current sheet, tap

on the main toolbar.

To refresh an individual view, tap anywhere in the view, that tap

.

You can also set a view to refresh aromatically after each data change. Tap the
view, than tap
change option.

> Data refresh and select the Refresh after each data

To refresh the navigation tree and ensure that you see the most recent views and
other objects that are available to you, tap
at the top of the navigation tree.
When you refresh the navigation tree, the tree collapses to the server level.
Tip: If you frequently work in an area of the navigation tree, you can bookmark
the location so that you can quickly return to it after a refresh. For details, see
“Bookmarking items” on page 41.

Finding data
There are a number of ways that you can find data in IBM Planning Analytics
Workspace.
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Finding and adding data using the intent bar

When you are working in a book in edit mode
, you can find views and
data and add them to a sheet by typing phrases or keywords in the intent bar:

If you type view before your search phrase, only TM1 views are searched.
Otherwise all metadata on the TM1 servers is searched.
Type revenue by geography. If just one match to a view is found, it is added to the
sheet. If more than one match is found, or the match is not a view, you can see a
preview of all data that matches the phrase and choose what to add.
For example, you can use the intent bar to create a view that contains specific
dimensions, as shown in this video.
https://youtu.be/maZGsc69LbU

Finding data with the tree
The tree shows all the TM1 servers that are configured for Planning Analytics
Workspace, and the available cubes, dimensions, hierarchies, sets, levels, views,
and members.
You can see the tree when a book is in edit mode. When the book is not in edit
mode, it is hidden.
If the tree is hidden, tap the plus icon in the vertical bar:
To hide the tree, tap the minus icon
You can configure the number of levels that you see in the tree:
Tap

and change the Navigation depth to the level you want.

If you have limited the number of levels you see, and you want to see hidden
levels in the tree, tap the up arrow:

Change the way data is displayed in a view
You can control the way data appears in a view by moving dimensions to different
positions in a view, changing the display from a table to a visualization, or
modifying the set displayed for any dimension.

Changing the display of data in a view
You can change the position of dimensions in a view or change the presentation
from an exploration (table) to a visualization
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Dimensions can appear in several positions in a view: on the row axis, on the
column axis, or as context.

Additionally, dimensions that are used as context can be visible in the view or can
be placed on the bench to save space and to simplify the appearance of the view.

Procedure
1. Create a new book.
2. Navigate to the GO_New_stores server, Base Sales Forecast cube in the tree,
and add the All view to the book. This view has one dimension on the row
axis, one dimension on the column axis, and four dimensions as context.
3. Tap and hold the Retailers dimension in the context area, then drop it next to
the Month column dimension. You can drag a dimension from any location in a
view to a different location. When you drop one dimension directly on top of
another dimension, the positions of the dimensions in the view are switched.
When you drop one dimension next to another dimension, both dimensions
appear in the same location in the view.
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4. Tap anywhere on the view. The shortcut bar appears. The actions available on
the shortcut bar vary depending on the mode you are in.

5. Tap

to swap the position of the row and column dimensions.

Tip: You can also type sw in the snap command box.

6. Tap in a cell, tap

, then select a visualization.

Visualizations available in Planning Analytics Workspace
You can use any of the visualizations described here to present data in Planning
Analytics Workspace.
To change the way data is presented, tap a view, then tap the Change

visualization icon

on the shortcut bar.

The visualizations available vary according to the dimensionality and configuration
of your view. For example, the map visualization is available only when a view
includes a defined geography dimension. Similarly, a pie visualization is available
only when a view contains either a single row dimension or a single column
dimension. When specific dimensionality or configuration requirements exist, they
are noted as display requirements in the description of the visualization.
The Change visualization list contains only the visualizations that can be rendered
with your current view dimensionality and configuration
Area
An area visualization emphasizes the magnitude of change over time.
Because an area visualization stacks the results for each column or item,
the total of all results is easily seen.
For example, an area visualization is excellent for looking at revenue over
time across several products.
Bar
A bar visualization uses horizontal bars to show the values in individual
groups or categories. The length of a bar indicates each value. Bar
visualizations are useful for comparing values.
For example, a bar visualization might show the number of males and
females who purchased a specific item. The length of one bar would show
the number of males, and the length of the other bar would show the
number of females. By checking the length of the bars, you can easily
compare the values in the groups or categories.
Bubble
Display requirements: a defined measures dimension as either a row or
column dimension, with three members visible.
A bubble visualization shows relationships among columns that contain
numeric values, such as revenue and profit.
The bubbles are in different sizes and colors. The x-axis represents one
measure, the y-axis represents another measure, and the size of the bubbles
Chapter 3. Working in books and views
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represents the third measure.
For example, a bubble visualization shows cost in the x-axis, revenue in the
y-axis, and quantity sold for all products. There is one bubble for each
product. The location of the bubble in the visualization indicates that
product's cost and revenue. The size of the bubble indicates the quantity
sold.
Because a bubble visualization uses area to represent numbers, it is best for
positive values. If your data set includes negative values, they will be
shown in a different color: a circle for 100 and a circle for -100 will both be
the same size, but 100 might be blue and -100 might be red. If your data
set has many negative numbers, consider using a bar visualization.
Column
A column visualization uses vertical bars to show the values in individual
groups or categories. The height of a bar indicates each value. Column
visualizations are useful for comparing values.
For example, a column visualization might show the number of car models
sold in a region. The height of one bar would show the number of one car
model, and the height of another bar would show the number of a
different model. By checking the height of the bars, you can easily compare
the values in the groups or categories.
Exploration
Display requirements: at least one row dimension and at least one column
dimension
An Exploration shows data in rows and columns using a grid-style layout.
Heat
A heat map visualization shows the relationship between columns, using
color and intensity.
History
Display requirements: a defined metric dimension and a time dimension.
A history visualization shows a column chart of actual data for a metric,
with a line for target and tolerance indicators. A slider control at the
bottom of the visualization lets you determine the time range displayed in
the visualization. When you double-click a time bar in a history
visualization, the selected time is used as context in other views or
visualization on the current dashboard.
Line
A line visualization shows trends over time.
A line visualization can compare trends and cycles, infer relationships
between variables, or show how a single variable is performing over time.
For an effective line visualization, the x-axis should show time, such as
years, quarters, months, or days. If the x-axis shows something else, such
as individual countries, use a bar visualization instead.
Line and column
Display requirements: a defined measures dimension with two members.
A line and column visualization shows values for two measures, with one
measure represented by columns and the other measure represented with a
line
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List

A list visualization displays values in a list ordered first by row members,
and then by column members.

Map

Display requirements: a defined geography dimension.
A map visualization shows patterns in your data by geography.
Your data set must contain geographical data, such as countries, states, or
provinces. To determine if a dimension is mappable, Planning Analytics
Workspace analyzes a sample of 2000 values in the geography dimension
column, looking for recognizable place names. If 80% or more of the
members in the geography dimension are recognized as map values, a map
is generated.
For example, you have four countries in your geography dimension: Brazil,
China, Indiea, and Russia. The misspelling of India means that only 75% of
the values are recognizable place names and you cannot generate a map.

History
Display requirements: a defined metric dimension and a time dimension.
A history visualization shows a column chart of actual data for a metric,
with a line for target and tolerance indicators. A slider control at the
bottom of the visualization lets you determine the time range displayed in
the visualization.
Packed bubble
A packed bubble visualization shows relationships among columns that
contain numeric values, such as revenue. It's a good choice when you want
to display a large amount of data in a small space.
The bubbles are in different sizes and colors.
Because a packed bubble visualization uses area to represent numbers, it is
best for positive values. If your data includes negative values, they will be
shown in a different color: a circle for 100 and a circle for -100 will both be
the same size, but 100 might be blue and -100 might be red. If your data
has many negative numbers, consider using a bar visualization.
Pie

Display requirements: a pie visualization must have a single dimension on
the row or column position.
A pie visualization displays values as segments of a circle, or as “slices of a
pie.”
Because the pie visualization requires either a single row dimension or a
single column dimension, a view that can be displayed as a pie
visualization cannot be displayed as an exploration.

Point
A point visualization uses multiple points to show trends over time. It is
similar to a line chart, but without the lines; only the data points are
shown.
Radial
A radial visualization displays values as segments of a single ring. The
length of a segment in the ring indicates value.
Radial bar
Display requirements: a radial bar visualization must have a single
dimension on the row or column position.
A radial bar visualization displays values as concentric rings of a circle. It's
similar to a standard bar chart, but the bars are bent into a circular shape.
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Because the radial bar visualization requires either a single row dimension
or a single column dimension, a view that can be displayed with a radial
bar visualization cannot be displayed as an exploration
Stack bar
A stack bar visualization is similar to a regular bar visualization, but
instead of grouping values next to each other and displaying individual
bars, values are placed in a single bar and positioned end-to-end. The
length of a segment in the bar indicates value.
Stack column
A stack column visualization is similar to a regular column visualization,
but instead of grouping values side-by-side and displaying individual
columns, values are placed in a single column and positioned on top of
each other. The height of a segment in the column indicates value.
Tree map
A tree map visualization identifies patterns and exceptions in a large,
complex data set.
Tree maps show relationships among large numbers of components by
using size and color coding in a set of nested rectangles.
A tree map that is colored by category identifies the level 1 category by
color. The sizes of the rectangles represent the values. In a tree map that is
colored by value, the sizes of the rectangles represent one of the values and
the color represents a second set of values. Do not use data that includes
negative numbers. A tree map ignores negative numbers.
Word cloud
Display requirements: a defined string dimension
A word cloud visualization presents a visual representation of text values.
The more frequently a text string occurs in your data, the larger the string
appears in the word cloud.

Interacting with visualizations
You can interact with several components of a visualization to customize your
view of data.

Drilling down to reveal detail
To reveal underlying detail, tap Drill down after first tapping any of these
visualization components:
v a legend member label
v an axis member label
v a data point in the visualization. For example, an individual segment in a
stacked bar visualization, a bubble in a packed bubble visualization, or a cell in
a heat visualization.
When you drill down on a data point in a visualization, and there are
consolidations on both axes, the drill down occurs on both axes.
There is no roll up option. To reverse a drill down action, tap the Undo icon
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Hiding members
Tap any legend member label or axis member label, then tap Hide to hide the
member in your visualization.

Unhiding members
You cannot selectively unhide individual members, you must unhide all hidden
members.
To unhide members, tap any legend member label or axis member label, then tap
Unhide all.

Setting visualization properties
You can set properties that determine the appearance of a visualization. For
example, you can pick the color palette or set the position of the legend in a
visualization. The properties that you can set vary according to the type of
visualization you are using; not all properties are available for all visualizations.

Procedure
1. Ensure that you are in edit mode. The pencil icon near the upper left of the
browser looks like this when you are in edit mode:
2. Tap anywhere on the visualization.
3.

Tap the Properties icon

, then Visualization details.

4. Set the properties for your visualization.
v Color palettes - Pick the color palette that you want to see in the
visualization.
v Show summary values in chart - Enable to include consolidations in the
visualization. Disable to see only leaf values in the visualization.
v Hide grid lines - Enable to show grid lines in the visualization. Disable to
hide grid lines.
v Hide axis title labels - Enable to hide axis titles. Disable to make axis titles
visible. Axis titles often reflect the dimensions being charted, but in many
visualizations one of the axis titles is “Value”.
v Hide leaf labels - Applicable only to Tree Map visualizations. Enable to hide
labels on leaf members in the visualization, which can be useful when a
visualization contains a large number of leaf members. Disable to display
labels for leaf members.
v Abbreviate numbers - Enable to abbreviate numbers on the value axis or
when the legend represents values. Disable to use full numbers. When you
abbreviate numbers, “K” is used to represent thousands and “M” represents
millions. For example, when Abbreviate numbers is enabled, 20,000 appears
as 20K, while 15,500,000 appears as 15.5M.
v Hide legend - Enable to hide the legend in the visualization. Disable to show
the legend.
v Legend position - Pick the position for the legend.

Changing the members in a view
You can change the members that are present in a view to suit your analytic needs.
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The context area of a view includes a single member from each dimension in the
view. You can choose a new member for any context dimension to change your
view of data.
The rows and columns in a view display one or more members from a dimension
in a set. A set is a limited number of members in a dimension. You can modify the
members in a set to present a different view of your data. Advanced users can use
MDX code to determine the members that appear in a set.
This video shows you how to use some advanced search features of the Set Editor
to modify a set.
https://youtu.be/ZYqrLAj-GxU

Procedure
1. To change the member of a context dimension, tap the dimension tile, then
tap the member that you want to use in the view.

2. To change the member of a dimension that is on the bench, tap
,
tap the dimension name, then tap the new member you want to use in the
view.
Changing set members on rows and columns
3. To view a single member from the current set, double tap the member name
on the row or column. The view displays only the member that you tap.
4. To modify the set to display multiple members, tap the dimension tile.

5.
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6. To add a member from the Available Members list to the Current Set, tap the
member, and then tap
. If the list of Available Members is large, or
you are unsure of an exact member name, or if you want to add members that
match specific criteria, you can search the list of members. You can also paste
members from an external source into the Set Editor.
7. To overwrite the Current Set to include all members in the Available

Members list, tap

.

8. To append the members in the Available Members list to the members in the
Current Set, tap

, and then tap

.

9. To change the position of a member within the Current Set, tap and hold (or
right-click) the member, then tap one of the Move options.
10. To remove a member from the Current Set, tap and hold (or right-click) the
member, then tap Remove.
11. To remove all members from the Current Set, tap
12. To keep only selected members in the Current Set, select the members, then
tap and hold (or right-click) any member, then tap Keep.
13. You can choose to display the alias for a member instead of the caption name.

An alias is an alternate name for a member. Tap
that you want to display in the view.

and select the alias

14. You can view up to two attributes for a member. Tap
, select up to two
attributes in the order in which you want to view them, and then tap OK.
Applying and Saving your changes
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15. To apply the changes to your view without saving the new set configuration,
tap Apply and close.
16. To save your changes as a new set that can be reused in other views, tap
Save.
17. Give the new set a name.
18. Select Share public if you want to share the set with other users. Clear this
option if you want the set to be yours alone.

Pasting members into the Set Editor
You can paste member names from an external source into the Current Set area of
the Set Editor.

About this task
You can paste both member names and aliases into the Set Editor, in any
combination. When you paste an alias, the associated member name is inserted
into the Current Set, and the alias is displayed only if aliases are enabled in the Set
Editor.
You can paste only member names that already exist in the parent dimension. If
you attempt to paste any names that are not members of the parent dimension, an
error message indicates that the names cannot be pasted and displays a list of
those names.

Procedure
1. Copy the member names to the clipboard (CTRL+C) from an external
application such as Microsoft Excel, Cognos Analysis for Microsoft Excel
(CAFE), a word processor, or email.
In a spreadsheet application, names can be aligned on a single row or column,
or on a contiguous rectangular range, but there can be no empty cells within
the copied selection. Empty cells will cause an error when you paste into the
Set Editor.
In other applications, such as a word processor or email, each member names
should appear on a separate line or be on a single line separated by tabs. You
can also copy member names from a table. However, there cannot be any
empty strings (a line without a member, a table cell without a member, a tab
location without a member) within the copied selection.
2. Use CTRL+V to paste the member names into the Current Set.
If you paste into an empty Current Set, the pasted names become the Current
Set.
If you paste into an existing Current Set without selecting an existing member
as an insertion point, the pasted names are appended to the end of the existing
Current Set.
If you select a member in an existing Current Set as an insertion point and then
paste into the set:
v the pasted names are inserted immediately following the selected member,
provided the selected member is a regular dimension member (leaf or
consolidation)
v if the selected member is part of a group of members returned by a dynamic
query (or MDX statement), the pasted names are inserted after the last group
member
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Searching for members in a set
Use the search feature of the Edit Set window when the list of Available Members
is large, or you are unsure of an exact member name, or if you want your set to
include members that match specific criteria.
When you search for members and save a set that includes the search results, a
dynamic query is created that is run every time the set is opened. If the parent
dimension for the set contains a new member that matches the search, the new
member will be included in the set the next time the dynamic query is run.

Procedure
1. To search for members whose names contain a specific series of characters,
enter the characters in the Search available members box, then tap
. The
Available Members list shows all current members that contain the characters
you searched for, as well as a member named Search that indicates the search
criteria. For example, if you search for the characters “en” in a set of the Region
dimension, you get something like this:

When you add the member Search - (Name Contains en) to your set, the set
includes all current members that contain “en”. Additionally, the set will
include any future dimension members that contain “en”, such as Greenland or
Venezuela.
2. To search on other criteria, tap

.

3. Select the type of criteria you want to search for: Name, Level, or Attribute.
4. Select a search operator (Contains, =, or <>), then enter the keyword or value
you want to search for.
5. If you want to add criteria, tap Add filter, then specify the additional search
parameters. You can search on up to three distinct criteria.
6. Tap Search. The Available Members list shows all current members that satisfy
the criteria you used, as well as a member named Search that clearly identifies
the search criteria.

Changing members in a view by using advanced features
You can use Multidimensional Expression (MDX) code to determine which
members appear in a view. This feature is for advanced users only.
For information on TM1supported MDX functions, see the IBM Cognos TM1
Reference Guide.
This example takes you through the steps to find car models that constitute the top
20% of sales in a particular region, using the SData2 server.
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Procedure
1. Create a book.
2. Navigate to the SData2 server, SalesCube cube, and expand Views. Drag the
All view onto the sheet
3. Tap the model dimension tile, and then tap Edit this set.
4. Tap Hierarchy view
5. Tap Edit MDX.

, next to Current Set.

6. Replace the existing MDX expression with this code:
TOPPERCENT(TM1FILTERBYLEVEL(DESCENDANTS({[model].[model].[Total]}) , 0),
20.000000 , [SalesCube].([actvsbud].[actvsbud].[Budget],[region].[region].CURRENTMEMBER,
[account1].[account1].[Units],[month].[month].[Year]))

7. Tap OK, and then Apply and close to return to the view.
8. The following steps verify that the models that you see constitute at least 20%
of sales.
a. Tap the Model dimension tile, and then tap Edit this set.
b. Set the insertion option

to Member only.

c. Move the Total member in the Available Members pane over to the
Current Set

.

d. Tap and hold (or right-click) the Total member, then tap Move to top.
e. Tap Apply and close to return to the view.
f. Tap and hold a cell (or right-click) and select Show cell value as > %
column total. The value of the leaf member should be 20% or higher.

Synchronizing objects in a book or sheet
You can set the level of synchronization that you want between views,
visualizations, and other widgets either at sheet level, or at book level. You can set
synchronization for dimensions and for sandboxes.
Synchronization is off by default, except for dimension selectors, which are
synchronized.
Suppose that you have an exploration (table) view and a stack chart visualization
of the same view side-by side on a sheet. You want to focus on car sales in the
month of May. With synchronization enabled, when you select May in the Month
dimension in the exploration, this selection is reflected in the stack chart. You can
disable synchronization of specific dimensions. For example, say that you have a
Regions dimension. You might want to see Europe in the exploration, but view
France in the stack chart, so you would disable the synchronization of the Regions
dimension.
Dimension selections, such as drilling down on a member, set editing or selecting,
can be synchronized. But actions such as swapping dimensions from row to
column cannot be synchronized.
Similarly, if you are using sandboxes to experiment with multiple scenarios, and
you want views and websheets to synchronize to a new sandbox selection, you can
enable sandbox synchronization.
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Procedure
1. To set synchronization, you must be in edit mode. Tap
mode.

to enter edit

2. To select the scope of synchronization, with nothing selected, tap
select Synchronization scope.

and

3. Select Book to synchronize all sheets in a book, or Sheet for objects to be
synchronized per sheet. Sheet level synchronization is the default.
4. To enable dimension synchronization, select a view, visualization, or websheet,

tap
, and select Synchronize > Synchronize dimensions. Do this for
each object that you want to synchronize.
All dimensions are selected by default. You can clear a dimension if you want
to exclude it from the synchronization.

Tip: Tap

to close the Synchronize window.

5. To enable sandbox synchronization, select a view, visualization, or websheet,

tap

, and select Synchronize > Synchronize sandbox.

Working in websheets
A websheet is a Microsoft Excel worksheet (.xlsx file) with IBM Cognos TM1 data
that you can view in a web browser. You can work with websheets in IBM
Planning Analytics Workspace. Websheets are located in the Applications folder in
the tree.
You can create and work with sandboxes in websheets, and you can combine
websheets and views on the same sheet.

Procedure
1. To add a websheet to a book, you must be in edit mode. Tap
edit mode.

to enter

2. Navigate to the Applications folder on the server that contains the websheet.
For example, go to Planning Sample > Applications > Planning Sample >
Bottom Up Input, and drag Budget Input onto the sheet.
3. To export websheets as PDFs, or to Microsoft Excel, tap the websheet, and then
tap

Export.

4. To reset data, tap the websheet, and then tap

Reset data.
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5. To rebuild websheets and webbooks, tap the websheet, and then tap
Rebuild websheet or

Rebuild webbook.

Saving a websheet in the content store
You can save an open worksheet to the Planning Analytics content store.

About this task
When you save a websheet to the Planning Analytics content store, the websheet is
available for quick retrieval from your collection.
A websheet saved in the content store is a reference to the original websheet stored
on the TM1server. Any changes made to the original websheet on the TM1 Server
are propagated automatically to all associated websheets in the content store,

Procedure
1. Tap anywhere on the websheet to open the shortcut bar.

2. Tap
The first time you save a websheet, the only option available is Save As.
3. Tap Save As, then provide a name for the websheet, and optionally, tags and a
description that are applicable to the webseet.
4. After you initially save a websheet to the content store, any subsequent saves
let you choose between the Save and Save as options.

Results
The websheet is saved in your personal folder, from which you can open the
websheet. You can also tap
and then tap Websheets to access the websheet
from your collection. Note that you cannot open the websheet directly from the
collection, but you can drag the websheet from the collection onto an open
Planning Analytics Workspace sheet.

Transferring data to IBM Watson Analytics
Before you begin
You must have a valid IBM Watson Analytics account to which you can upload
Planning Analytics Workspace data.

About this task
Follow these steps to transfer Planning Analytics Workspace data to IBM Watson
Analytics. You can use Watson Analytics to explore patterns and relationships in
your data, perform predictive analysis, and assemble dashboards for sharing your
insight.
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Procedure
1. Tap the view that contains the data you want to upload.
2. On the shortcut menu, tap the Transfer icon
.
3. A new browser tab opens. Enter your account credentials to log in to Watson
Analytics.
Note: You might need to enable pop-ups from Planning Analytics Workspace
to allow the login tab to open in your browser.
4. Tap Allow access to permit IBM Planning Analytics to access the user context
APIs required to transfer data to Watson Analytics. The Transfer data set dialog
box opens.
5. By default, the transfer data set uses the name of the source view. If desired,
enter a new name for the data set at the top of the dialog box.
6. Choose a location for the data set in Watson Analytics. Shared can be accessed
by other users, Personal is available only to you.
7. Tap Transfer.
8. On the Planning Analytics Workspace Welcome page, click Explore and Predict
to open Watson Analytics.

Results
The data set is now available on the Watson Analytics Welcome page. Tap the data
set to begin interacting with the data. Consult the Watson Analytics documentation
for details on features and capabilities.

Working in sandboxes
Sandboxes let you try out different changes to the data before making those
changes public to other users and before committing those changes to the base
data. Sandboxes are visible only to you.

Procedure
1. To create a sandbox, tap the view or websheet to display the toolbar, and then
tap

and tap Create sandbox.

2. Name the sandbox.
3. Choose whether you want to create a sandbox from the base data or to create a
copy of an existing sandbox, and then tap OK.
You can now work in the sandbox. You can move between different sandboxes
by selecting them from the drop-down list.

4. When you are satisfied with the data in a sandbox, and you want to commit it
to the base, tap

Commit data.

5. To delete a sandbox, follow these steps.

a. Tap the view, and then tap

.
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b. Select Delete sandbox, select the sandbox that you want to remove, and tap
Delete.

What to do next
You can set sandboxes to synchronize, so that when a sandbox is set in one view
or websheet, other views and websheets update to use the same sandbox. For
details, see “Synchronizing objects in a book or sheet” on page 32.

Creating selectors
You can create a selector for dimensions, members, sets or levels. For example, say
that you have a visualization and the overview is hidden. You could add a selector
to the sheet to let you change the point of view.

Procedure
1. In a new book, navigate to the Planning Sample server, and expand Cubes >
plan_BudgetPlan > Views, and drag the Budget Input Detailed view to the
sheet.
2. Tap plan chart of accounts, and then select Edit this set.
3. Under Available Members, tap Operating Expense.
4. Ensure that the Member only

and then tap

5. Tap

, and then tap Apply and close.

, and then tap

6. Tap

default member insertion icon is showing,

and select Column.

to focus on the plan_BudgetPlan cube in the tree.

7. Tap and hold (or right-click) the
select Add as selector widget.

plan_chart_of_accounts dimension, and

This adds the plan_charts_of_accounts dimension as a selector. You can size
and position the dimension selector on the sheet.

You can change the type of dimension selector. Tap
and then select the
type of dimension selector. For example, try the Hierarchy, or the Data Player.
8. For the Budget Input Detailed view, tap the selector, and then tap
hide the overview.

to

What to do next
Using the selector that you added, try selecting different items, and see how the
chart changes.
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Adding a navigation button to a sheet
Navigation buttons let you quickly move from one sheet to another in a Planning
Analytics Workspace book.

Procedure
1. To add a navigation button to a sheet, you must be in edit mode. You are in
edit mode if the pencil icon at the upper left of the screen looks like this icon
. If necessary, tap the pencil icon to enter edit mode.
2. Tap the Navigation Button icon

.

If your sheet does not use a template (freeform), a new navigation button is
placed in the first open area of the sheet. If your sheet uses a template, the
navigation button is placed in the first open defined region of the template. You
can drag the button to other locations of your sheet.
3. Use the handles on the perimeter of the button to resize the button as required.
4. Tap the Properties icon
, then tap a category to set the display or
navigation properties for the button.
v General style - Sets the fill color, border color, and opacity of the button.
v Text properties - Sets the style, font, alignment, and color of the button text.
v Navigation target - Sets the sheet that the button navigates to when tapped.
You can pick from a list of all sheets in the current book.
v Button text - Sets the text that appears on the navigation button.
5. Tap Save

.

Results
Users can now tap the button to move to the sheet you defined as the navigation
target.

Adding pictures, videos, and web pages
You can add pictures, videos, and web pages to your IBM Planning Analytics
Workspace books. For example, you can add a company logo, and a video blog
that explains results.

Before you begin
The objects that you add must be available from a URL. In a browser window,
locate the objects, and copy the URL (address).
Note: You must have permission to use the objects that you add, and they must be
available from an address beginning with HTTPS.

Procedure
1. In your Planning Analytics Workspace book, ensure that you are in Edit mode
.
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2. Tap the image
icon, the media
icon, or the web page
icon on the upper right of the screen.
3. Paste the URL into the appropriate field.
4. Tap and drag the object into position on the sheet.
5. Resize the object by tapping it so that handles appear. To resize the object
proportionally, drag this handle
plain handles

on the lower right of the object. Use the

to resize the object freely. This handle rotates objects:

.

6. You can layer images with other images, shapes, text, and views by positioning
the image where you want it and then changing the order of the image in
relation to the other objects. For example, you might want to have text
overlaying an image.
a. Tap the text box and position it where you want it over the text.
b. If the image hides the text, tap the image, and then tap

c. To position the image behind the text, change the order slider. The higher
the number, the closer the object is to the top of the screen.

For example, if you have an image, shape, and text, and you want the
image at the back and the text at the front, set the order of the image to 1,
the shape to 2, and the text to 3.

Adding shapes and text
You can add shapes and text to your IBM Planning Analytics Workspace books.
You can use these in combination with pictures and color to make engaging
dashboards.

About this task
Say you want to create a shape that looks like this:
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The image consists of two shapes and some text.

Procedure
1. In the Planning Analytics Workspace book, in the sheet where you want to add
a shape, ensure that you are in Edit mode

.

2. Tap the shapes
icon on the upper right of the screen and tap a shape
to select it. Scroll through the shapes by tapping the arrows. Select this arrow
shape

, and this page shape

. It should look something like this:

3. Press Ctrl and tap the shapes to select them, and then tap the Properties
icon.
4. Select the fill color, and then tap the properties icon again to close it. The
example uses light blue, with no border.
Tip: You can change opacity. This is useful if you are layering shapes over
images.
5. To make an image similar to the example, tap each shape and resize them
using the handles

.

6. Add text by tapping the Text
the Properties

icon and then format the text by tapping

icon with the text selected.

Tip: You can layer shapes with images, other shapes, text, and views by
changing the order of the shape in relation to the other objects. Tap the object,
then tap the order icon

on the shortcut bar.
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Chapter 4. Quick access to your data and other objects
In IBM Planning Analytics Workspace, there are a number of ways that you can
gain quick access to your data and items.
v You can add a view, a vizualization, or objects so that they can be reused either
in the current book, or in another book.
v You can access recently used objects in the navigation tree.
v You can bookmark items in the navigation tree for later retrieval.

Saving items in collections
When you create a useful view, visualization, you can save the item in a collection
for use in other books or sheets.

Procedure
1. To save an item in a collection, tap anywhere on a view or visualization, then
tap

on the shortcut bar. The item is saved to your collection.

2. To retrieve an item from your collection while in Edit mode, tap
then tap Collection.

and

3. Tap and hold the item, then drag it to a position on the open sheet.
4. To remove an item from your collection, tap the item, then tap Remove.
5. Tap

to close the collection.

Accessing recently used items
IBM Planning Analytics Workspace saves a list of recently used items so that you
can quickly locate those items in the navigation tree.

Procedure
1. Tap

on the navigation tree.

Tip: If the tree is not visible, tap

.

2. Tap the item you want to locate in the Recently visited list. The item is
selected in the navigation tree.

Bookmarking items
You can bookmark items in the navigation tree for easy retrieval.

About this task
You can bookmark individual items, but not categories of items. For example, you
can bookmark a specific cube, but not the entire Cubes category.
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Procedure
1. To bookmark an item, tap and hold (or right-click) the item in the navigation
tree, then tap Bookmark this.
Tip: If the navigation tree is not visible, tap

.

2. Tap
.
3. Tap the bookmarked item that you want to locate in the navigation tree. The
item is selected in the navigation tree.
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Chapter 5. Exploring scorecards
Scorecards reflect the strategic goals of an organization. Using scorecards, you can
identify how well objectives are being met by comparing targets to actual results.
Visual status indicators such as traffic lights, trend icons, and colors are used to
help you to quickly evaluate performance.
In IBM Planning Analytics Workspace, you can add existing scorecards to your
books, and analyze data by selecting different time periods, metrics, and
dimensions. You can also create visualizations from scorecards, such as impact
diagrams and strategy maps.
You can explore scorecarding in Planning Analytics Workspace with the
GO_Scorecards sample.

Understanding scorecarding
A scorecard is a collection of performance metrics that are designed to reflect the
strategic goals of your business unit or organization. The information in a
scorecard identifies how well the objectives are being met by comparing planned
to actual results. Scorecards can also show information for the different
organizations in your business. By using visual status indicators such as traffic
light, and trend icons, scorecards can help users to quickly evaluate performance.
A scorecard combines data and dimensions into interactive diagrams and
visualizations that you can share with other users. Scorecards include the
following:
Metrics
A measure or key performance indicator (KPI) that conveys the
performance of an important area of your business. Examples include
Profit, Revenue, and Expenses.
Metric indicator
A measure of performance, status, or trend for a key area (metric) of your
business. A metric indicator compares current results to target values. For
example, Score, Status, and Trend.
The following interactive diagrams and data visualizations are available based on
the dimensions in your metrics cube:
v Impact diagram
v Strategy map
v Custom diagram

Impact diagram
Impact diagrams illustrate the positive and negative relationships between the
metrics in your metrics cube. This type of diagram shows how the business
actually works by displaying how one metric influences another.
An example for an impact diagram might show how Revenue and Expenses
influence Profit, which then affects Bonuses and Research Funding.
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Impact diagrams display traffic light and trend indicators that show the status and
the trend of each metric in the diagram. You can can filter for different contexts in
the impact diagram. The traffic light and trend indicators update with new values
for the selected dimension.
When you double-click on a metric in an impact diagram, the selected metric
become the focus metric. Views, visualizations, and other widgets on the current
dashboard also update automatically to show data in context of the focus metric.

Strategy map
A strategy map is a visualization that tracks business performance by perspectives,
objectives, and metrics.
A strategy map shows the status of metrics with traffic lights and trend indicator
icons. A strategy map organizes perspectives, objectives, and metrics into the
following hierarchy:
v A strategy map can have multiple perspectives.
v Each perspective can have multiple objectives.
v Each objective can have multiple metrics.
The standard perspectives for a strategy map include the following items:
v Financial performance
v Customer knowledge
v Internal business processes
v Learning and growth
Connections in a strategy map display as directional arrows to show a visual
relationship or flow between the objectives in the diagram.
When you double-click on a metric in a strategy map, the selected metric become
the focus metric. Views, visualizations, and other widgets on the current dashboard
also update automatically to show data in context of the focus metric.

Custom diagram
A custom diagram is a strategy map that has a custom image and shows metrics
with dimensional context onto the image as data points.
These examples of a custom diagrams are available:
Geographical maps
Show a regional focus of your organization.
Process diagrams
Shows metrics in the context of a process flow.
A custom diagram displays the metric and context dimension names with traffic
light and trend indicator icons as an overlay or layer on the selected image.

Metrics cube
A metrics cube is a special type of cube that provides the basis for scorecard
solutions and scorecard diagrams.
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A metrics cube monitors multiple metrics and metric indicators. The primary
feature of a metrics cube is that it shows the current relative status of many rows
in a table. It displays the current trend of many measures simultaneously.
The standard scorecard layout for a metrics cube is as follows:
v Row title dimension: metric dimension
v Column title dimension: metric indicator dimension
v Context dimensions: time, geography, and other data context dimensions
A metrics cube combines a metric dimension and metric indicator dimension with
your other regular dimensions. Metrics cubes have the same properties of other
cubes.
A metrics cube must contain the following dimensions as a minimum:
v A metric dimension
v A metric indicator dimension
v A time dimension

Metric dimension
The metric dimension contains your collection of important measures or key
performance indicators (KPI) that you want to monitor in your business or
organization.
These measures are called metrics and each identifies one aspect of performance,
such as Gross profit, Revenue, or Product cost. You can monitor the actual
performance of a metric and compare it to expected or target values by combining
it with metric indicators to provide the additional details about status, score, and
trend.

Metric indicator dimension
A metric indicator dimension provides more information about your key
performance indicators (KPI) or metrics. Examples of metric indicators include
Score, Status, and Trend.
The metric indicators measure the performance, status, and trends in key areas of a
business by comparing current results to target values. For example, the Actual,
Target, and Tolerance indicators for a metric are typically used to calculate the
related Score, Status, and Trend indicators.

Traffic light status indicator
A traffic light status indicator shows if metrics are meeting set targets .
The status is indicated by the color and the shape of the icon.
Table 4. Metric indicator traffic light status icons
Traffic light icon Description
A green circle icon indicates excellent status, with metric being on-target
or better.
A yellow diamond icon indicates average status, with the metric being
off-target but within an acceptable range.
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Table 4. Metric indicator traffic light status icons (continued)
Traffic light icon Description
A red square icon indicates poor status, with the metric off-target and
unacceptable.
This image indicates missing data that makes it impossible to compute
status.

Trend indicator
A trend indicator shows how the value of one column compares to the value of
another column
Due to the way trend is calculated, the icons convey whether performance is
improving or getting worse, not going up or going down. This makes it easier for
users to determine performance at a glance without having to decide if an increase
is good or bad.
Table 5. Metric indicator trend icons
Trend icon

Description
A green upward facing arrow indicates that the trend value is
improving in comparison to the previous period.
For example, a sales value is greater than the previous month or quarter.
A gray dash icon indicates that the trend value is unchanged.
A red downward facing arrow indicates that the trend value is
worsening in comparison to the previous period.
For example, a sales value is less than the previous month or quarter.

Blank cell

A blank cell indicates that the trend is missing data for that period. A
trend cannot be displayed when there is an incomplete status. For
example, a trend cannot be displayed for the first time period, such as
Q1 (quarter one). Previous data does not exist, even if the metric has a
value for Actual, Target, Score, and Status.

Working with scorecards
This task demonstrates how to work with scorecards in IBM Planning Analytics
Workspace.

About this task
You'll create a book, then and add a scorecard and an impact diagram to explore
the relationships among metrics. You'll also set up synchronization between these
two visualizations and update the targets for the metrics.

Procedure
1. Create a new book with the Freeform layout.
2. In the tree, expand the GO_Scorecards server, navigate to Cubes > Metrics
cube - Marketing > Views, and drag View-Marketing onto the sheet.
3. Tap and hold (or double-click) the Metric Indicators tile and tap Edit this set.
4. Under Available Members, hold CTL and select the Status, Trend, Projected
Actual, Target, and Tolerance members.
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5. Tap
and close.

to replace existing members with the selection, and tap Apply

6. Tap the scorecard view to display the toolbar, and tap
view.

to duplicate the

Tip: To hide the toolbar, tap
7. Using the drag handle
view.

on the view, drag the new view below the first

8. Tap the new view to display the toolbar, tap
and select the Impacts visualization.

change visualization,

9. Set up synchronization between the scorecard and impact diagram. Tap the

scorecard view, tap
dimensions.

, select Synchronize, and then Synchronize

10. Repeat the previous step for the impact diagram. Tap Properties
close the pane.

to

11. Modify some targets in the scorecard view and see how they are reflected in
the impact view.
a. In the Time tile of the scorecarding view, select Feb 2017.
b. In the Country or region tile of the synchronization view, select Canada.
Notice how, in the scorecarding view, the Trend icon in the Campaign count
row turns from unchanged
into a downward trend
reflected in the impact diagram.

. This is also
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Chapter 6. Quick ways to perform tasks with snap commands
Snap commands are simple commands that you can use to perform tasks quickly.

Tap a view and tap
, then type the snap command in the field. You can
also press F9 to bring up the snap command field.
You can type snap commands in full, or using abbreviations, for example. “swap”
or “sw”. Snap commands aren't case sensitive and you don't have to use exact
spelling - “Beljium” selects “Belgium”.

You can undo snap commands by tapping
These snap commands that are available to you:
Select
Select members, sets, and levels in dimensions.
Type the names that you want to select in the snap command field
separated by a , (comma), or “and”. Select is the default snap command, so
you do not need to type select.
For example, type germ,mark to select the Germany and Marketing
members.

Select doesn't apply to members on the bench
Swap

Swap rows, columns, dimensions in the context area. For example, to swap
the versions and time dimensions, type sw versions,time. Typing swap on
its own swaps the rows and columns.

Find

You can find members on rows, columns, or both.
Find europe finds the first result. To move through the results, type find.
To go back, type, find previous.
Find is a powerful snap command, for example, typing find r (color red
or color blue) and size large finds members on the rows, with an
attribute value for color that is red or blue, and an attribute value for size
that is large.

Hide

Hide named members in dimensions on the rows or columns.
To hide members that are named US and Feb-2004, type hide US,
Feb-2004

Unhide
Show or “unhide” members.
Type unhide r to unhide rows. To unhide all, type unhide, or unh.
To unhide everything on the time hierarchy, type unh time
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2015, 2016
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Keep

Keep members in dimensions on the rows or columns, while hiding the
other members.
For example, type keep 2014, 2015

Zero

Enable zero suppression.
To enable zero suppression on just rows type zero rows, and for columns,
type zero columns
To clear all zero suppression, type zero off

Totals Show leading or trailing totals, or hide totals.
For example in a time dimension, you could have Q1, Jan, Feb, Mar which
has a leading total. Typing Totals trailing columns would change the
time dimension to: Jan, Feb, Mar, Q1.
Type t -h to hide all totals.
Level

Expand levels in a hierarchy to a specific depth. If you don’t specify a
level, the leaf level is expanded.
You can also expand numbered levels, and levels on rows, columns, or
both. For example, type level rows 2 or level rows.

Drill

Drill down on members.
For example, to drill down on a member named Georgia, type Drill
Georgia.
Resetting the drill state clears drills. To reset the drill state for an
Organization hierarchy, type Drill reset Org, or d r org
To remove all of the drills, type drill reset

Sort

Sort labels or values in ascending or descending order. You can choose to
sort by hierarchy, or to break the hierarchy.
You can sort a named hierarchy, and for labels, you can sort by rows and
columns. You don't need to specify label or value, unless there is an
ambiguity.
Sort lab asc rows
Sorts labels in ascending order for rows, without breaking the
hierarchy. You can also type this in natural language: sort label
ascending rows.
Sort lab des br both
Sorts labels in descending order for both rows and columns, and
breaks the hierarchy.
Sort val des br Sales
Sorts values in descending order, breaking the hierarchy, under the
Sales member. You must specify a member to sort for values. In
natural language, this is: sort value descending breaking Sales.
sort -x
Clears all sorting. To clear sorting on the months hierarchy, type
sort clear months.

Use speech recognition
In the Chrome browser, tap the view, and then activate the microphone by pressing
Ctrl + Space. You might get a message that asks you to allow IBM Planning
Analytics Workspace to use your microphone. Then, speak the command.
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How the snap command searches
Planning Analytics Workspace searches for member names, captions, and aliases,
named sets, and named levels (levels with default names are ignored). If Planning
Analytics Workspace finds more than one member, they are listed in order of
relative strength of the matches. More weight is given to precise matches than
tentative matches.
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Chapter 7. Sharing books and views
You can share books and views. You can also download books and views as
images, PDFs, or Microsoft PowerPoint files, and send these to people. You can
also send links.
When sharing books or views with people, they can see only the TM1 data that
they have rights to see, as defined through TM1 security. For example, if a view
has a business unit dimension containing ten European business units, but a user
has rights to see the data from just the UK and Germany business units, only data
for the UK and Germany are visible to that user.
When you share books and views, you can choose the level of access that users can
have from one of the following: view, view and edit, or full control.
If you have saved books in folders, you can share the folders.

Procedure
1. To share a book, view, or folder from the Welcome page, do the following:
a. Tap

on the book, view, or folder, and tap Share.

b. Select the permissions that you want to apply: Use the permissions below
plus permissions from containing folder, or Use only the permissions
below.
c. Select the person you want to share it with, and the access that they will
have:
v View only
v View & edit
v Full control
If you are sharing with someone who has consumer rights, you can give
them only View only access. You can give an analyst or administrator View
only, View & edit, or Full control access.
2. When you have the book or view open, you can share it in an email containing
a link to the book or an image of the book.
a. Tap Share

.

b. Tap Email
and type an email address, subject, and optionally a
message, and then select the format that you want to share before clicking
Send:
v Link: A link to the book or view is included in the email. The person that
you send the link to must have access to the server where the book or
view is located.
v Image: An image in PNG format (Portable Network Graphics) is
generated and attached to the email.
v PDF: A document in Portable Document Format is generated and
attached to the email.
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c. To download the book or view as an image (PNG format), PDF or as a
Microsoft PowerPoint, tap Download
and select the format. For a
book, you can select which sheets to download. Then tap Download.

3. To get a link that you can give to another user, tap Link
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Chapter 8. Adding users
If you are an administrator, and you have subscription administrator privileges,
you can invite people to become users of IBM Planning Analytics Workspace in
your organization.
To find out whether you have subscription administrator privileges, in the
Administration page, tap on your name to view your user profile.
When adding users, you must add the users to both Planning Analytics and
Watson Analytics. Be sure to invite the user to Planning Analytics first. If a user is
invited to Watson Analytics first, the user may not be able to accept an invitation
to Planning Analytics. Similarly, if a user had a previous subscription to Watson
Analytics, the user may not be able to accept an invitation to Planning Analytics. A
user who is blocked from accessing Planning Analytics due to this problem should
contact customer support.

Before you begin
If you want to add multiple users (bulk invite) by uploading a CSV file, first create
a file that contains three columns with the users' details in the following order and
format:
email_address,given_name,family_name
Don't include any other columns, and make sure that there are no empty fields.
The email address is used to sign in to Planning Analytics Workspace.
Note: You can bulk invite a number of users equivalent to (or less than) the actual
available Planning Analytics Workspace subscriptions you have purchased,
exclusive of any overage allowances. For example, if you have seven subscriptions
available with unlimited overage, you can bulk invite up to seven users. If you use
bulk invite to invite a number of users greater than the number of actual available
subscriptions, the bulk invite fails.
The workaround for this limitation is to use individual user invitations (which do
allow overages when you surpass the number of purchased subscriptions) or work
with support to increase the number of subscriptions purchased.

Procedure
1. On the Welcome page, tap
next to your user name, and then tap
Administer. The Administer option is available only if you are an
administrator for IBM Planning Analytics Workspace.
2. To invite multiple users (bulk invite):
a. Tap Upload users.
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b. Drop the CSV file that contains the user details on top of the .csv icon

on the screen, or browse to the file location and import the file.
The users are loaded into the screen.
c. Optional: You can change the user role for individual users before you
invite them. The default role is Analyst. Tap the user name and then select
the role.
Administrator
By default, the administrator role is assigned to the first user in
your organization's Planning Analytics Workspace account.
Administrators can assign roles to users, including the administrator
role. Only the subscription administrator can add new users.
Administrators can see all content in the workspace. At least one
user in an organization must have the administrator role. If there is
only one administrator, this user cannot be deleted or assigned to
another role.
Analyst
Analysts can create, edit, and share books and views. They can
create and share content, and edit content that is shared with them.
In addition, they have all the rights of a consumer. Analysts can
delete books and views if they have the right share permissions.
Consumer
Consumers can open books and views and other content that is
shared with them.
Consumer cannot create their own books and views, but they can
share content that is shared with them, with consumer rights only.
Consumers cannot edit or delete books or views.
d. Select the users that you want to invite, and then tap Invite uploaded
users.
Note: Users who are invited individually receive your organization’s specific
IBM Planning Analytics URL in their invitation email, but bulk-invited users do
not receive the Planning Analytics URL from IBM. You must communicate
URLs to users who are invited through the bulk invitation process.
3. To invite individual users, tap Invite user and enter the details. Choose the
user role.
Tap Invite and select an option:
Join account & use my subscription
You are responsible for managing users, such as removing them from
the account, and paying for their usage.
Sign up for their own account & subscription
Users are responsible for managing their own account and paying for
their usage.
4. Tap Manage user accounts to add or remove user accounts, resend invitations,
or export the user account list.
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What to do next
Keep these points in mind when inviting new users.
v After a user is invited, their status displays as Invited but not active. The
invitation is sent to their email address and must be opened before they are
activated. Invitations are valid for 28 days. You may need to remind the new
user to accept the invitation before it expires. When the user accepts the
invitation, their status changes to active.
v Invitation and confirmation emails come from several different IBM systems and
email accounts. You should notify your users to expect these emails.
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Chapter 9. Limiting access to the Set Editor
If you are an administrator, you can enable or disable access to the Set Editor from
a view or from a selector that is created from a dimension tile.

About this task
By default, users can access the Set Editor from a dimension tile in a view or from
a selector created from a dimension tile on a sheet. When you disable access to the
Set Editor, users cannot open the Set Editor, but they can select from members of
the current set.

Procedure
1. Tap a view or a selector on a sheet.
2. Tap the Properties icon

, then tap Set Editor.

3. Clear the Allow access to Set Editor option.
4. To restore access to the Set Editor, repeat steps 1 and 2, then select the Allow
access to Set Editor option.
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Chapter 10. Tutorials
Getting started in IBM Planning Analytics Workspace is easy. To find out what you
can achieve, try these tutorials.
Analyzing expenses
This tutorial introduces you to the basic techniques that are needed to
analyze expenses in Planning Analytics Workspace:
v Create a new book.
v Navigate using the tree.
v Add a view to the book, and resize it.
v Focus on the data that you want to see by creating sets from dimensions.
Creating a map visualization
This tutorial shows you how to create a map visualization from TM1 data.

Tutorial: Analyzing expenses in Planning Analytics Workspace
This tutorial demonstrates the steps for analyzing expenses.

Creating a new book
You are going to create a new TM1 book to focus on expenses in your business.

About this task
You can view this video to illustrate the procedure described below.
https://youtu.be/Or3kZS_6dJA

Procedure
1. In a web browser, go to the URL that you have been given and log in.

2. On the Welcome page, tap

and then tap Book from template.

3. Name your book Expense input
4. Keep the default selections for the dashboard (Tabbed) and layout (Freeform),
and then tap Create.
5. Rename Sheet 1 to Expense input.
Tip: Tap Sheet 1 and then tap the pencil icon.

6. Tap
Save.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2015, 2016
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What to do next
Next, add some data to the Expense input sheet.

Creating the expenses plan
To create the expenses plan, add a view that already exists to the Expense input
sheet.

About this task
You can view this video to illustrate the procedure described below.
https://youtu.be/8fsPRipKCgw

Procedure
1. Ensure that you are in edit mode. The pencil icon near the upper left of the
browser looks like this icon in edit mode:

.

Tip: The navigation tree is visible when you are in edit mode.
2. In the tree, tap the + symbol next to Planning Sample to expand it, and then
expand Cubes > plan_BudgetPlan > Views.

3. Drag the Budget Input Detailed view onto the Expense input sheet.
Tip: You can also find and add this view to the sheet by typing view budget
input detailed in the intent bar:

4. Tap the Budget Input Detailed view. Resizing handles appear around the
edges.

.

5. Resize the view to make it the full width of the Expense input sheet and half
the height, so that you have room to add another view on the sheet.
6. Expand the plan_time dimension in the tree.
Tip: You might need to scroll down the tree to find it the dimension. A
dimension has this icon:
Members
7. Expand Sets.

and then tap

to see Sets, Levels, and

Sets are selections of members in dimensions that you can use for focusing on
smaller groups of members.
8. Find the Current Desc Year Qtr Month set and drag it on top of the plan
time tile on the Expenses input sheet.
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This set replaces the plan time dimension with the Current Desc Year Qtr
Month set.
Tip: The plan time tile turns yellow when the Current Desc Year Qtr Month
set is in the correct position to replace it.
9. Tap the plan chart of accounts tile, and then tap Edit this set to open the set
editor.
10. Tap the bullet icon

and then tap Children.

This option means that when you select a member for insertion into the
Current Set list, the member's children are also selected.
11. Tap Operating Expense in the Available Members list, and then tap the

Replace all arrow
your selection.

to replace all the members in the Current Set with

12. Tap Apply and close.

13. Tap the pencil
to leave edit mode. Notice that the tree is hidden when
you are not in edit mode. The pencil looks like this icon when you are not in
edit mode:

Results
Your view should look similar to this image (the numbers might be different):

Checking a value
Because many people can use the same sample data, you need to check that a cell
value is a specific value before doing the next tasks. This task is for the purposes
of the tutorial scenario only, however, it demonstrates some useful techniques.
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About this task
You can view this video to illustrate the procedure described below.
https://youtu.be/I8SgOP3acN8

Procedure
1. On the Expense input sheet, double-tap the Travel member to drill down onto
it.
2. In the view, tap

to display the shortcut bar, and then tap

3. In the snap command bar, type Germany and Marketing and press Enter. This
changes the plan business unit and plan department selections in the context
area to Germany and Marketing. To close the snap command bar, tap
4. In the Travel - Other, and Feb-2004 cell, ensure that the value is around
13,937,000. If it is not this value, type 13,937k in the cell.
5. Tap the view, tap
, tap
and in the snap command bar, type UK
and Direct to change the plan business unit and plan department selections
back to their previous states.
6. Tap and hold in the Travel row header (or right-click) and select Drill up. You
can now see the Operating Expense set and its children in the rows.

Planning the advertising and marketing budget
You want to do some planning for the advertising and marketing budget.

About this task
You can view this video to illustrate the procedure described below.
https://youtu.be/F1ZaXYPxr4w

Procedure
1. Double-tap the Adv & Marketing member to drill down on it.
2. Keep the budget for Advertising and Marketing in Q1 constant by applying a
hold. Tap and hold (or right-click) the cell at the intersection of Adv &
Marketing and Q1-2004, and select Hold and release > Hold.
3. You are going to give more weight to the investment in your web site. Tap the
intersection of the cell for Web Site, Mar-2004, and change the value to 10000.
Tip: You can also type 10k.
See that the total value for Adv & Marketing stays the same, even though the
value for Web Site in Mar-2004 has increased.
4. Double-tap in the Web Site, Description cell to add a comment to say what
you have done.
5. Release the hold: tap and hold, or right-click in any cell and select Hold and
release > Release all holds.
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Creating a visualization to show expenses month by month
Now you'll duplicate the Expense input view so that you have two views on the
Expense input sheet.
You'll also modify the new view and change it from an exploration (table) to a
stack column visualization. Then you'll add the new visualization to the collection
so that it can be easily reused in the same book or in another book.

About this task
You can view this video to illustrate the procedure described below.
https://youtu.be/b4j7sN_Cl3U

Procedure
1. You want to investigate Operating Expense. Tap and hold (or right-click) in
the Adv & Marketing row header and select Drill up.
2. Change what you see in the Expense input view so that you have a global
view of expenses.
a. In the view, tap

to display the shortcut bar, and then tap

b. In the snap command bar, type all business units and all departments.

3. Tap the pencil

to go into edit mode.

4. Tap a cell to display the shortcut bar, then tap the Duplicate icon
to
duplicate the Expense input view. Drag the duplicate beneath the original
view with the drag handle:
Tip: You might need to tap in the white space and then tap on the duplicated
chart to select it.
5. You want to see only months, not quarters in the new view. In the tree, go to
Planning Sample > Cubes > plan_BudgetPlan > plan_time > plan_time >
Sets, and drag the n_level 2004 time set on top of the Current Desc Year Qtr
Month tile to replace the dimension.
Note: If you can't see the Planning Sample in the tree, tap the up arrow
at the top of the tree to go to the previous level in the tree.
6. You don't want to see the total Operating Expense in the new view. Tap and
hold (or right-click) Operating Expense and select Hide.
7. Turn the new view into a visualization. Tap the visualization, then select

Change visualization
Column visualization.

from the shortcut bar. Choose the Stack
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8. You want time to be on the x-axis, so swap the rows and columns around by

tapping
and tapping
. You now have a stack chart that shows
you the operating expenses over the year.
9. Tap the Show/hide overview icon
in the shortcut bar to hide the
context area. This gives the visualization more space. You can see that travel
expenses are very high in February.

10. Select the collections icon
in the shortcut bar. This adds a link to your
visualization to your collection at the top of the browser. Objects saved in
Collection can be easily accessed and reused either in the same Planning
Analytics Workspace book or in another book.

Tip: Tap the
Collection.

Collections icon at the top of the browser to show the

Analyzing why the cost of travel is high in February
Now it's time to create a new book to analyze why the cost of travel is high in
February.
You'll also add a view from the collection, and modify this view to focus on travel
in February. You'll use visualizations to figure out where the high cost is, and
you'll fix the problem.

About this task
You can view this video to illustrate the procedure described below.
https://youtu.be/gHUW5WfSkfg

Procedure
1. Create a new book that uses the default layout.
To create a book, go back to the Welcome screen by tapping Expense input
(the name of your book) at the top of your browser, and selecting Welcome.
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Then tap

and then Book from template.

2. Name the new book Travel Analysis and tap Create.
3. Tap
Save.

and select whether the book will be Shared or Personal and tap

4. Name the sheet Travel.
5. Tap

to hide the tree and free up some space.

6. Tap the collection icon
at the top of the browser to show your saved
collections, and drag the Expense input view onto the Travel sheet.
The chart highlights expenses. Focusing on February, you want to see the
business unit, the organization, and department that the expenses come from.

7. Tap the pencil icon

to come out of edit mode.

8. Tap the chart and in the toolbar, tap the show overview icon

headings, and then select Change visualization
Choose the Table view.

to show the

from the shortcut bar.

9. You want to change the context around, but stay focused on the month of
February. From the rows, drag Feb-2004 on top of the plan business unit tile.
10. You also want to focus on Travel. Drag Travel from the column headings onto
the plan department tile to swap them around.
11. You want to look at the relative travel costs across individual departments and
business units, and you don't want to see any totals. To hide the totals, tap

and hold (right-click) in the column selector
Repeat for the row headings in the row selector

12. Tap the chart, and then select Change visualization
Select the Heat visualization.

and tap Hide totals.

from the toolbar.
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13. In the heat visualization, you can see that the travel spend is all in Germany,
in the Marketing department. Tap that cell and you can see that the value is
13,937,000. Tap the UK and Marketing cell and you can see that the value is
just 9,971, and in Canada and Marketing, the value is 3,333.
It looks like the travel spend figure in the Germany Marketing department is
a typing error and should be 13,937.
14. You can fix this issue in the Expense input book. To return to the book, tap
the name of your current book, Travel Analysis to show the menu, and then
select Expense input.
15. Double-tap Travel to drill down on it.
16. Tap the chart, tap
and in the snap command bar, type Germany and
Marketing. This snap command sets Germany as the plan_business_unit, and
Marketing as the plan_department.
17. Type 13937 in the Feb-2004 and Travel-Other cell.
18. In the stack chart, you should now see that in February there are no
anomalies in travel expenses.
19. Switch back to the Travel Analysis book, tap the heat visualizaton, and tap

The scale changes, and you can see that the marketing spend on travel across
all countries is the highest expenditure.
You can also see that the travel spend in all departments in Canada appears to
be lower than everywhere else.

Tutorial: Creating a map visualization
You can create a map visualization from TM1 data. To create a map visualization,
one dimension must be named Region and contain valid cities or countries.
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About this task
Now it's time to create a new view of the SData2 sample data, and then create a
map visualization that looks at the geographical spread of car sales.

Procedure
1. In a book, add a sheet.
2. In the tree, expand the SData2 server, and then expand Cubes.
3. Tap and hold (or right-click) SalesCube and tap Add new view.

4. Tap

to focus on the SalesCube in the tree.

5. Expand SalesCube, the

Region dimension, the

Region hierarchy, and

Levels.
6. Drag the level003 onto the Rows area.

7. Tap the Bench
icon and drag the actvsbud, model, and month
dimensions into the Context area, and account1 dimension into the Columns
area.

8. Tap the view, tap
in the shortcut bar.

, and then tap the Change visualization

icon

9. Select the Map visualization.

What to do next
You can experiment with the view, changing the members, sets, and dimensions
that you can see. Make sure that the Region dimension stays on the rows or
columns, otherwise it will be impossible for IBM Planning Analytics Workspace to
generate a map.

Chapter 10. Tutorials
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Appendix A. Reference
Data spreading methods and data entry shortcuts
The following tables provide details for all spreading methods and data entry
shortcuts that you can use in Planning Analytics Workspace.
For full details on data spreading, see “Using Data Spreading” in the IBM Cognos
TM1 User Guide on IBM Knowledge Center.
Table 6. Data spreading methods. This table lists the data spreading methods, along with
required and optional parameters, that are available in IBM Planning Analytics Workspace.
Data Spreading
Method

Code

Proportional
Spread

P

Equal Spread

S

Repeat

Percent Change

R

P%

Required Method Data Action
Parameters
(Optional) *
Value to be
spread

+, ~

Value to be
spread

+, ~

Value to be
spread

+, ~

Percentage

+, ~

Example
P<>100
Proportionally spreads
the value 100 to all
leaf cells on the row
of insertion, and
replaces the existing
cell values.
S+|^200
Equally spreads the
value 200 to all leaf
cells on the column of
insertion, and adds
the product of
spreading to the
existing cell values.
R~<50
Subtracts the value 50
from all leaf cells to
the left of the
insertion point.
P%+|^<>10
Applies a percent
change of 10% to all
leaf values, adds the
product to the existing
cell values, and
increments all leaves
by 10%.

Straight Line **

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2015, 2016

SL

Start Value and
End Value

+, ~

SL>100:200
Replaces all leaf
values to the right of
the point of insertion,
with a start value of
100 and an end value
of 200.
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Table 6. Data spreading methods (continued). This table lists the data spreading methods,
along with required and optional parameters, that are available in IBM Planning Analytics
Workspace.
Data Spreading
Method

Code

Linear Growth
% **

GR

Clear

C

Required Method Data Action
Parameters
(Optional) *
Start Value and
Growth
Percentage

+, ~

N/A

N/A

Example
GR|300:25
Applies a 25% growth
percentage to the
starting value of 300
and replaces all leaf
values below the
point of insertion.
C|^<>
Clears values from all
leaf cells in the view.

Leaf Hold

H

N/A

N/A

H<>
Holds all leaf cells on
the row of insertion.

Release Leaf
Hold

RH

Consolidation
Hold

HC

Release
Consolidation
Hold

RC

Release All
Holds

RA

N/A

N/A

RH<>
Releases all leaf holds
on the row of
insertion.

N/A

N/A

HC<>
Holds all consolidated
cells on the row of
insertion.

N/A

N/A

RC<>
Releases all holds of
consolidated cells on
the row of insertion.

N/A

N/A

RA
Releases all holds in
the view.

Direction Indicators for all items are: |, ^, <, >
* The default data action is Replace. The spreading syntax uses a tilde (~) to denote the
Subtract data action, and a plus sign (+) to denote the Add data action.
** You can use the Straight Line and Linear Growth % methods across a single row or
column, but not across rectangular ranges. You can use direction combinations of up and
down (^ |) or left and right (< >), which are the only combinations allowed for these
spreading methods.
Table 7. Data entry shortcuts
Data Entry Shortcut

Result

nK

Multiplies n by 1000.
For example, if you enter 2.5K in a cell, the result is the
value 25000.
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Table 7. Data entry shortcuts (continued)
Data Entry Shortcut

Result

nM

Multiplies n by 1000000.
For example, if you enter 7M in a cell, the result is the
value 7000000.

Exploration navigation shortcuts
You can use keystrokes to move to different locations in an exploration (table)
view.
Table 8. Exploration navigation shortcuts
Keystroke

Navigation result

Up, down, left, or
right arrow keys

Moves to the adjacent cell in the direction represented by the arrow
key.

Backspace

Clears the content of the active cell.
In cell editing mode, Backspace deletes the character to the left of the
insertion point or deletes selected text.

Delete

Clears the content of the active cell.
In cell editing mode, Delete deletes the character to the right of the
insertion point or deletes selected text.

Esc

When in cell editing mode, Esc cancels the editing action.

Ctrl + Home

Moves to the first cell of the exploration.

Crtl + End

Moves to the last cell of the exploration.

Page Up

Moves one screen up in the exploration.

Alt + Page Up

Moves one screen to the left in the exploration.

Page Down

Moves one screen down in the exploration.

Alt + Page Down

Moves one screen to the right in the exploration.

F2

Opens the current cell in editing mode.

Ctrl + right arrow
key

Moves to the last visible cell in the current row.

Ctrl + left arrow
key

Moves to the first visible cell in the current row.

Ctrl + down arrow
key

Moves to the last visible cell in the current column.

Ctrl + up arrow
key

Moves to the first visible cell in the current column.

Appendix A. Reference
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Appendix B. Accessibility
Accessibility features help users who have a physical disability, such as restricted
mobility or limited vision, to use information technology products successfully.
The major accessibility features are described in the following list:
v You can use command keys, or shortcut keys, to navigate through IBM Planning
Analytics Workspace. Shortcut keys directly trigger an action and usually use the
Ctrl keys. For example, to save a workbook, use Ctrl+S.
v Planning Analytics Workspace uses Web Accessibility Initiative - Accessible Rich
Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA). This means that people with limited vision
can use screen-reader software, along with a digital speech synthesizer, to listen
to what is displayed on the screen.
v You can use a high-contrast display in Prism.
For more information about the commitment that IBM has to accessibility, see IBM
Accessibility on the web (www.ibm.com/able).

Viewing in high contrast
Users with low vision can make IBM Planning Analytics Workspace easier to view
by enabling high contrast mode.

Procedure
Use the hc URL tag.
For example, https://neo.analyticszone.com/idvisualizations/?hc

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2015, 2016
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered worldwide.
This material may be available from IBM in other languages. However, you may be
required to own a copy of the product or product version in that language in order
to access it.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service. This document may
describe products, services, or features that are not included in the Program or
license entitlement that you have purchased.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.
For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM
Intellectual Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:
Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan Ltd.
19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 103-8510, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS"
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in
certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
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Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Software Group
Attention: Licensing
3755 Riverside Dr.
Ottawa, ON
K1V 1B7
Canada
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.
All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.
If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.
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This Software Offering does not use cookies or other technologies to collect
personally identifiable information.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “ Copyright and
trademark information ” at www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.
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